fails  to mitigate damages,   for example,   by failing to remain in  the   labor
market or  to search diligently  for alternative work.     Dunmire and  Estle,
4 FMSHRC at  144.     However,   we  conclude that when such diligence  is   lacking,
the  operator should not   also   be compelled  to shoulder   the additional  burden
of  establishing that  suitable  interim employment could have been  found.     The
employee must  reasonably   search for a  suitable  alternative  job;   where  he
does not,   the existence   of   the alternative work is  Irrelevant.     See,   for
example,  NLRB v.   Madison   Courier.   Inc.,  472 F,2d  1307,   1317-19   (D,C.   Gir.
1972).
With respect  to  James   Parker,   the judge denied hack pay on  the basis  that
Parker's testimony established a failure  to make  reasonable efforts   to  obtain
other employment,     Parker's   testimony shifted.     He   initially  stated   that  after
he was  terminated by  Metric   on March  2,   1979,  he first applied   for   other work
in July  1979.     I Tr.   at   200.     He then stated  that  the period   in which he did
not  look for  a  job was   only  a month,  or  three  to   four  weeks,     t  Tr,   at  204.
Finally,   he stated  that   he   sought another welding job on March   5,   1979.     I Tr.
at 211-213,     The judge   accepted  Parker's  initial  statement  and   found   the other
testimony 1lnot sufficiently   trustworthy.'1  4 FMSHRC at 807 n,   12.     Where a
judge's   finding  rests   upon  a   credibility determination,   we will  not   substitute
our judgment  for his   absent   a clear indication of  error.     The  shifting nature
of Parker's  testimony   leads   us  to agree  with  the  judge   that  Parker   failed  to
make reasonable*  efforts   to   find other employment after  being  discharged.     The
denial of back pay with   regard  to Parker  is affirmed.
The judge also denied  one week of back pay  to Joe Brown.     He  concluded   that
Brown did  not make  reasonable efforts   to  seek suitable  alternative  employment
during  the week following   the  termination of his employment with Metric.
4 FMSHHC at  806.     A discriminates must make "reasonable efforts"   to   find  other
employment,     QCAW v.   NLRB,   547 T.2d 598,   603  (D.C.   Cir.   1976),   cert,   denied,
429 U.S.  1078   (1977).      The   determination as   to  what constitutes  a   reasonable
effort is made on  the   basis  of   the  factual background peculiar   to  each case.
See NLRB v.   Madison  Courier,   Inc.,   472 F.2d at  1318.     Here John  Parker,
James McGuire,   and Terry  McGuire all sought employment within one   to   three
days  of  the   loss of   their   jobs.     4 FMSHRC at 806,   809 and  810.     This  factor
is helpful in determining what could reasonably be expected  of  Brown.
Brown's failure   to make   comparable efforts or   to offer  any   explanation as
to why he was unable   to   do  so supports  the judge's  conclusion that  he made
no  responsible  effort   to   find alternative  employment   following  the   loss  of
his job.     We are not   prepared  to say   that  the judge erred  in denying Brown
one week of back pay.      Our  decision  is  restricted   to  the  facts   of   this
case.     We are not  intimating   that  a   failure  to  seek alternative   employment
for one week aEter an  unlawful termination is  per  se unreasonable,   6/
67       Counsel  for   the   Secretary argues   that frown's  failure  for  one  weak  to
seek other employment   does   not  establish   that his  efforts  were  unreasonable.
Counsel notes  that   In  O'unmire and Kstle,   supra,   we  found  that  complainant
Estle made  reasonable   efforts  to  mitigate  his   loss  of  income.      4   FMSHRC at
130,   L44.     However,   unlike   Rrown,   Estle  sought   to be  reinstated   the  first
working day after he   was   discharged.     4   FMSHRC  at   L30.     Moreover,   in this
case,   unlike Dunmlre   and   Estle,  detailed  evidence  concerning  mitigation and
what others did   to  try   to   find  suitable  alternative  employment   was   introduced
Also,   of course,   complainants'  jobs with Metric  were  only  scheduled   to   Last
for  four weeks,
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